Psalm 141: Like Burning Incense

HANDBELLS

*INTRO  Gently (♩ = 66–69)

CANTOR INTONES  Faster (♩ = 72–80)   

VERSE 1

REFRAIN 2

VERSE 2

Psalm 141: Like Burning Incense
HANDBELLS Gerard Chiusano

*There is no notated intro in the print octavo; the print octavo begins at the words “Cantor Intones.”
For use with the choral octavo (30133776).
PSALM 141: LIKE BURNING INCENSE (Handbells), cont. (2)

VERSE 2

REFRAIN 3

VERSE 3

REFRAIN 4

VERSE 4

REFRAIN 5

VERSE 5

FINAL REFRAIN  Slower (\( \inbar = 66-69 \))
Psalm 141: Like Burning Incense

SOLO INSTRUMENTS I & II

*INTRO  Gently (d = 66–69)

CANTOR INTONES  Faster (d = 72–80)

REFRAIN 1

VERSE 1

REFRAIN 2

Psalm 141: Like Burning Incense

SOLO INSTRUMENTS I & II  Gerard Chiusano
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*There is no notated intro in the print octavo; the print octavo begins at the words “Cantor Intones.”
For use with the choral octavo (3013776).
PSALM 141: LIKE BURNING INCENSE (Instruments I & II), cont. (4)

REFRAIN 5

VERSE 5

FINAL REFRAIN  Slower (q = 66–69)